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About This Game

YANKAI'S TRIANGLE is a love letter to TRIANGLES. A puzzling puzzle game about the beauty and joy of infinitely
tapping on TRIANGLES for some reason.

With an elegant innovative revolutionary TRIANGLE-first approach to interface, YANKAI'S TRIANGLE lets you tap on
TRIANGLES to spin them and stuff. Colors play a part in gameplay too I think. Bring TRIANGLES to a forgotten

TRIANGLE, and uncover a TRIANGLE hidden deep beneath the YANKAI.

 Pretty Fun Gameplay (it's all right)

 No Filler - A Veritable Infinity of Meticulously Definitely Handcrafted TRIANGLES

 Over 1.74 x 10^26 Possible Levels (all definitely handcrafted)

 Color

 An Inscrutable Three-Pronged Scoring System

 A 'Happy Sounds' Option (woohoo!)
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 A 'Colorblind' Option if You Are Colorblind (it's not great tbh)

 A Cool Film Grain Effect

 A Cool Tiled TRIANGLE Background Effect

 Also there are Achievements

A Game By Kenny Sun

(YAN rhymes with KEN and KAI rhymes with EYE by the way)
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Title: YANKAI'S TRIANGLE
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Kenny Sun
Publisher:
Kenny Sun
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Po
lish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chine
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if your driver are broke than use this program, it gonna fix all drivers to new and boost you FPS or Internet. Doesn't even
work... it crashes every time I open it.. pROBABLY THE WORST PIECE OF♥♥♥♥♥♥I HAVE EVER PLAYED. i HATE
THIS GAME WITH A PASSION THAT IS NOT PROPORTIONAL WITH THE MINISCULE AMOUNT OF TIME I
WASTED ON IT. cAPSLOCK HAS GONE SOME WAY TO CONVEY THIS RAGE I FEEL.. Realy fun for what it is! But
there is one glitch that makes you freeze in place at start happens to bots too.. not worth spending money on until its finished,
coz its awful atm. most shi****** game ever dont buy. -STEEL EMPIRE-

Its Gameplay and Controls feel great.

its Steampunky art style is superb and its Aged really well.

This Version ran absolutley fine and if ur looking to scratch that Shmup Itch then this will do it for you.

I wish alot more old retro style games were done as good as this.

Thanks guys for Bringing this to steam :D. No tutorial
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The game is simple, move around, pick stuff up, shoot enemies, and do some platforming.
Can entertain for a while.. Ultimately, survivor mode sucks. It's 10 seconds and game over.. This game is one of the best games,
and most underrated titles I've ever played. Do yourself a favor and either buy this on wii or Steam at least to get the story and
gameplay.. Can't recommend this if you don't have VR. Instead of enjoying the game, you'll be wrestling with the horrible
control scheme to perform even the simplest of tasks (like moving through a corridor) and if you have motion sickness then
have a barf bag ready b/c you'll be projectile vomiting after about 5 minutes. The game otherwise looks really good and seems
like it could be a lot of fun but, once again, I wouldn't buy it unless you can play it in VR.. I don't know what's going on, but if
you buy it cheap it may be worth playing with your friends or significant other for a different kind of experience.

Oh, also it makes a pretty sneaky Resident Evil reference, which was kind of cool.
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